
5D4N Xiamen + Quanzhou + Yongding
Price per person

from
MYR 1878

Tour Description

Explore the world with our specially curated travel programs and arrangements. Sedunia Travel specializes in fully personalized
travel arrangements to suit each traveling style whether it is Traveling in Group with Like-Minded People with Exclusive Private
Arrangements or even Independent Adventures for those wanting to head off the beaten path and explore. Choose from one of
our tried and tested classic itineraries or reach out to us to put together a fully tailor-made experience.

Tour Itinerary



Day 1 :- ARRIVE XIAMEN

Upon arrival, meet and greet by driver cum guide then transfer to hotel for check in.

Day 2 :- XIAMEN – QUANZHOU – XIAMEN

After breakfast, transfer to Quanzhou. Visit to Anping Bridge, Anping Bridge is a Song dynasty stone beam bridge in Fujian
province. It is 2,070 metres long. The bridge is also known as the Wuli Bridge because its length is about 5 li, where a li is about
500 meters or 0.3 miles. Then proceed to Wulin Ancient Village, Wulin Ancient Village, also known as Wulin Hakka Village, is a
historic village located in Quanzhou, Fujian Province, China. Quanzhou is a coastal city in southeastern China known for its rich
history and cultural heritage. Visit to Wudianshi Traditional Blocks, Wudianshi Traditional Blocks, is a park in Jinjiang City,
Quanzhou, China. It is located in Qingyan, the old town of Jinjiang City, and was considered as the birthplace of the city.
Wudianshi Traditional Block is full of cultural relics and historical buildings, such as ancestral shrines, temples, private houses
and stores. Kaiyuan Temple is a Buddhist temple located in West Street, Quanzhou, China, and is considered as the largest
Buddhist temple in Fujian province with an area of 78,000 square metres. Kaiyuan Temple was one of the few surviving Hindu
temples in mainland China. Proceed to East-West Pagoda. The acclaimed landmarks of Quanzhou city, the East and West
pagodas, are the tallest existing pair of stone pagodas completed in the Song Dynasty (960-1279) in China. They reflect the
highest level of craftsmanship of Chinese stone architects in the 13th century and are great paragons of their kind. Take a stroll
along West Street before returning to Xiamen. Back to hotel.

Breakfast

Day 3 :- XIAMEN – YONGDING - XIAMEN

After breakfast, depart to Yongding for visit the Fujian Tulou Cluster (Chengqi Building, Wuyun Building, Shize Building and
Qiaofu Building). After the tour, transfer to Xiamen and enjoy free shopping at Zhongshan Road. Back to hotel.

Breakfast

Day 4 :- XIAMEN

After breakfast, transfer to Ferry terminal and take ferry to Gulangyu Island. Gulangyu, Gulang or Kulangsu is a pedestrian-only
island off the coast of Xiamen, Fujian Province in southeastern China. A UNESCO World Cultural Heritage Site, the island is
about 2 km2 in area, and is reached by an 8-minute ferry ride from downtown Xiamen. Walk to International Architecture Expo
and Longtou Road for shopping. Overview of popular filming locations: Mountain-to-Sea Trail, Touring to Huandao Road by
coach, leisurely stroll on the Yanwu Bridge Observation Platform, Exterior view of Xiamen’s iconic Twin Towers, visit the “Origin
of Xiamen Port” at Shapowei and the Art West District.

Breakfast

Day 5 :- XIAMEN-DEPARTURE

After breakfast at the hotel, free at leisure until time for transfer to the airport for your flight departure.

Breakfast

Tour Prices

No Of Pax Single Twin/Triple Child With Bed Child No Bed

2-3 Pax RM 3,118 RM 2,618 RM 2,518 RM 1,758

4-6 Pax RM 2,618 RM 2,068 RM 2,018 RM 1,408

7-9 Pax RM 2,448 RM 1,878 RM 1,848 RM 1,298

What's included

Destination  China
Departure Location  Xiamen

Return Location  Xiamen

Price includes

● 4 night’s accommodation
● ~ Private transfer with experience local driver during tour
● ~Services of Mandarin Driver Cum Guide

./destination/china/


Price does not include

●  Return international flight ticket
●  Travel insurance
●  ~China visa
●  Tipping RM 70 per person
●  Others no mentioned
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